Start of sales of the new LADA Largus
LADA announces the launch of the Largus family cars, which includes three models:
passenger station wagon, Cross version and van. The new Largus has acquired a
recognizable family design of the front part, a new spacious interior with improved
ergonomics, new comfort options, as well as a new 1.6 l 90 hp engine. It is still a unique
offer in the passenger station wagon market, thanks to the presence of a 7-seat version for
passenger modifications.
Maximum comfort
LADA Largus received a new dashboard, multi-steering wheel with heating, rear view
camera, multimedia with navigation and support for Apple Carplay / Android Auto, improved
noise insulation, heated windscreen, rear seats, rain and light sensor, driver's armrest with
storage box, new front seats with improved shape and new upholstery, cruise control. LADA
Largus is a versatile car that has everything for daily trips, long-distance travel and work,
the only 7-seat station wagon in its class (passenger versions) with a third row of seats. The
basic equipment was supplemented with new equipment, including a central lock with
remote control, a route computer and daytime running lights.
New engine
On the new basic engine, an updated connecting rod-piston group, a crankshaft, and a gas
distribution mechanism were introduced. As a result, the power is increased to 90 hp, and
80% of the torque is already available at 1000 rpm, which reduces fuel consumption and
reduces the frequency of switching. In addition, it eliminates the need to adjust the valves to
a run of 90,000 kilometers. For older versions, the 1.6 L (106hp) engine is still available.
Both engines are adapted to run on 92-m gasoline.
Prices and modifications
The starting price of the LADA Largus van in the Classic version is from 685,900 rubles.
Cost of passenger versions (5 seats) it starts from 690,900 rubles. The price for the new
Largus with the third row of seats-from 817 900. The Cross versions are also available in
two versions (5 and 7 seats) at a price of 865,900 rubles.
For more information about the new model go to lada.ru
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